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MultiStar
Dust Collectors

Our Multi-Talent for Demanding Applications

Flexibility is our advantage – for practically any dry separation use, we 

produce to your specifications a precisely-adapted dust collector from the 

modules in the MultiStar range. For this purpose, we have recourse to 

a comprehensive selection of housings and filter hoses of various sizes, 

lengths and diameters. Professional technology at the best possible price.

Measure for Measure 

We can supply numerous housing sizes and versions of the smooth-walled 

dust collectors, ranging from the compact cartridge filter to the large dust 

collector for air flow volumes of over 600,000 m³/h. The design is always 

based on an optimised structural module which is ideally suited to your 

conditions. MultiStar versions of the appropriate size can be supplied to 

small workshops or large industrial sites; examples are paper and printing 

industry, furniture manufacturers, metal and wood working workshops,  

recycling companies, automotive industry, and, and, and.

For any Eventuality

Using the modular assembly principle, we put together the best configura-

tion for your requirements. From aluminium chips to zinc dust, from hard 

polyurethane foam to softwood, from oil mist to welding fumes – It makes 

no difference. We individually specify length, diameter, geometry and 

cleaning procedures for the filter elements, as well as the discharge of the 

material.

Clean Choice

Different methods for filter depending on the task and the industry, we use 

varying processes for to regenerate the filter hoses – mechanical vibration, 

compressed air pulse system (jet cleaning) or reverse air flow, using a ful-

ly-automatic reverse air carriage that traverses across the top of the filter 

hoses.

MultiStar press top filter
with built-in fans.

Clean air in the workplace 
with HÖCKER dust collectors 
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Best possible product for dry separation

• individual filter elements

• versatile range

• modular design

• tested explosion protection

• proven structural stability

• minimum energy consumption

• unrivalled price-performance ratio

Areas of application

• paper and printing industry

• woodworking trade

• furniture industry

• metal trades and industry

• recycling companies

• automotive industry

• etc.

MultiStar 

at a glance

1. Weather and sound insulation clad-

ding of the compressed air tank on the 

MultiStar jet filtration system.

2. Clean air zone with view of the nozzle 

holder for compressed air pulse clean-

ing device.

3. Generously proportioned dirty air ple-

num for pre-separation and decrease 

of inflow speed.

4. MultiStar jet filtration plant with chain 

discharger, discharge screw conveyor 

and special rotary valves for very high 

chip volumes.

5. Compressed air tank on jet dust collec-

tor.



Discharge Procedures

Crosswise range/Rotary valve

The crosswise range of MultiStar dust collectors are built in various widths and lengths. They are extrem-

ly place saving and cost-effective with low maintenance costs. Discharge is by gravity via a rotary valve 

(option) fitted lengthwise underneath the dust collector.

Lengthwise range/Chain conveyor

The MultiStar lengthwise range is available in various widths and in almost any length. Discharge is real-

ised by an integrated drag chain conveyor and a rotary valve (option) fitted underneath the filtration plant. 

Strengths are reliability, extensibility and very large filter surface areas.

Stirrer/Sliding bar discharging device

MultiStar stirrer device filters have a square base, and therefore save a lot of space but still make large 

filter surface areas possible. Material can be buffered in between, because of the powerful stirrer dis-

charge unit. If the installation height is low, a hydraulically driven sliding bar discharging device may be 

integrated as an alternative. Disposal is by optional rotary valve(s) or briquetting press(es). Also available 

are special versions for material with high apparent density.

Screw filters

MultiStar screw filters combine the advantages of the lengthwise and crosswise ranges and, depen-ding 

on the design of the trough screw conveyor, are suitable for materials particularly heavy and tightly com-

pacted or else for large volumes of coarse  materials. In combination with a rotary valve (option) adjusted 

to the discharge screw the MultiStar screw filters offer many varied possible applications and a very high 

level of operating safety.

Collection bins

The versions with devices for the filling of bags, chip bins or big-bags are suited to applications with small 

or medium volumes of material. Various widths and lengths are possible and thus provide a wide range 

of filters for negative or positive pressure operation.

Lasting Benefits

No matter which model from the MultiStar range you decide in favour of  

– our technology is flexible and ensures reliable operation. Investment 

costs are low, as are operational costs.
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Always one idea ahead... 

With our experience gained in over 50 years of research and development we construct air ventilation systems that 

convince our customers with a maximum of energy effeciency, operation safety and reliability. Systems of HÖCKER 

POLYTECHNIK combine technically useful innovations with proven plant engineering.

We advis you. With pleasure. And thoroughly. 

In case of questions regarding project planning or assembly our sales engineers are always at your disposal. During 

discussions with you on your site, we identify the most economical and most efficient solution.

We are always there for you

Our engineers have commissioned the system and monitored the start-up before leaving. But you can still contact 

us virtually any time of the day. We have established an extensive customer service and support network because 

we want to be able to  assist you if there is a problem; we know that only a properly working system ensures trouble 

free production. We will be there when you need us. 

1.  MultiStar model 6/6 hose filter with vibration cleaning device and integrated fan

2.  MultiStar jet filtration plant with integrated fans. 180.000m³/h 

 with return air system for heat recovery

3.  Filter house with jet cleaning and a discharge hopper with stirrer – 

 1.200 m² filter surface area

4.  Reverse air flow filtration systems with built-in chain conveyors and rotary valves

MultiStar
Dust Collectors



The Answer is in the Details

There are many filtration systems but none is more versatile than the  

MultiStar. You see, the same applies here as it does everywhere in life:  

the details are important.

Flexible Design

The MultiStar adapts to its place of use. By combining the housing modules with six alternative widths from 0.5m to 

3m and a large number of possible lengths, each space is used to its maximum potential.

Tested Explosion Protection

Test passed. The acknowledged German BG-Exam institute for explosion testing has certified pressure shock resist-

ance to our MultiStar. All applicable laws and regulations can be observed properly and safely (ATEX, DIN EN 12779, 

health & safety regulations - in Germany VDI regulations and regulations of the employers insurance). 

Furthermore: the explosion vent panels and access doors are also BG-Exam resp. FSA tested and certified.

MultiStar cartridge jet filter with integrated fans for the extraction and filtration of 
welding fumes in the metal-processing industry.

Illustration: explosion test
at BG-Exam in Dortmund



Proven Structural Stability

In accordance with the specifications of European standard DIN EN 12779, 

you will receive as a matter of principle a certificate of structural stability, 

regarding the steel base frames of our dust collectors. The safety factor 

is thus accommodated, even when a MultiStar is often stressed by strong 

force winds and heavy snow loads.

Unrivalled Price-Performance Ratio

Thanks to the sophisticated mode of construction we can manufacture the 

housing components in large quantities. This reduces manufacturing costs 

and produces considerable cost advantages which we pass on to our cu-

stomers. We never compromise, either with the individual selection and the 

project-related manufacturing of the dust collector modules and discharge 

units. Our customers always receive fully-developed technical solutions.

Minimum Energy Consumption

The MultiStar works efficiently in terms of economy and ecology: the well 

designed airflow, a dirty-air plenum for efficient separation, a generously 

dimensioned expansion chamber, and high-quality sur face-treated filter 

media keep the pressure drop as low as possible. That saves energy 

costs but also increases the suction effect at the same time. There is also 

problem-free compliance with antipollution as well as occupational health 

and accident prevention regulations.

FEM calculations

Finite Element Method is 

used to calculate the sta-

bility of the structure when 

stressed by strong force 

winds and heavy snow loads 

(option – surcharge)
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Borgloher Straße 1 · 49176 Hilter · Germany

Fon + 49 (0) 5409 405 0 · Fax + 49 (0) 5409 405 555

www.hoecker-polytechnik.de · info@hpt.net

HÖCKER POLYTECHNIK GmbH

Excerpt from our list of references

Al Reyami Office Dubai, UAE · Alcan Aviatube, FRA · Alcom, BEL · Almet AG, GER · Arabian Packaging Dubai, UAE · ASCO Industries, 

BEL · BHS Corrugated, GER · Bien Haus AG, GER · Bikar Metalle, GER · Bilfinger & Berger, GER · Blitz Print Kiev, UKR · BMW Group 

Munich, GER · Boehringer Ingelheim, GER · Bogfran Möbel, POL · Cleanaway, GER · Daimler Chrysler AG, GER · Data Industries, USA 

Delta Usinages, FRA · Detech S.A., SUI · Deutsche Bahn AG, GER · Dekker Hout, NEL · Dobergo Büromöbel, GER · DEHA Holzindustrie, 

GER · Dublin Institute of Technology, IRE · Dula Werke, GER · Duropack AG, GER · Egger Elemente, GER · Elastoform Möbelfabrik, GER 

Elastogran Kunststoffe, GER · Emirate Deers, UAE · Eurowell, GER · Fine Irish Pine, IRL · FMD Möbel GmbH, GER · Frank Druck, GER 

Frisia Möbelteile, GER · Garant Türen und Zargen, GER · GKU Alcan, GER · Glenwood, IRL · Greenline, UAE · Gulf Timber Factory, UAE 

Häcker Küchen, GER · Handwerkskammer Aachen, GER · Handwerkskammer Osnabrück, GER · Heckewerth Holzwerkstoffe, GER 

Heitz Furniere, GER · Herlitz Berlin, GER · Hohenhausen Soltau, GER · Holz-BG Köln, GER · Holzfachschule Bad Wildungen, GER 

Holzfachschule Melle, GER · Holzma Calw, GER · Homag AG Schopfloch, GER · Horvath, HUN · Hymer Caravan, GER · Jaquar Ltd., IND 

JVA Aachen, GER · JVA Burg, GER · JVA Geldern, GER · JVA Herford, GER · Karibu Bremen, GER · Klemz Isolierstoffe, GER · KIMADO, 

JPN · Kosche Profilummantelungen, GER · Kurekss, LAT · Kusch & Co., GER · Latvia Finieris Group, LAT · Lefevre, BEL · Lerom, RUS 

Ligne Roset, FRA · Lottner AG, SUI · Maghreb Emballage, ALG · Mahsan Industries, IR · Majid Wood Industries, IR · Marquardt Küchen, 

GER · Neuform Türenwerk, GER · Nobilia Küchen, GER · Obeikan Group Riyad, KSA · Oberhessisches Holzwerk, GER · OBI Baumärk-

te, GER · Pelipal Quickset Möbel, GER · Peri Schalungsbau, GER · Plywood Factory Archangelsk, RUS · Poppensieker & Derix, GER 

Potteau Labo, BEL · Rollwood Holztechnik, GER · Salzgitter Magnesium Technologie, GER · Schwörer Fertighäuser, GER · Seibel 

& Weyer, GER · Seitz Kunststoffe, GER · SIA Troja, LAT · Siemens AG, GER · Simona Kunststoffe AG, GER · Stelmet S.A., POL  

Stiho, NEL · Svedex binnendeuren, NEL · Swedwood IKEA, GER · Stark Druck, GER · Storaenso, FIN · Storebest Ladenbau, 

GER · Stork Fokker, NEL · Swatch Group, SUI · Theuma Türen, BEL · Towa Industry, RP Verems SIA, LAT · Verisett AG, SUI 

Viking Windows, EST · Visagino linija (SBA furniture), LTU · Visy Paper, USA · WDR Köln, GER · Weidmann Electrical Technology, SUI  

Wella AG, GER · Zenker Haus, GER

We have delivered globally more than 50,000 systems in just over 50 years.

   Countries where HÖCKER POLYTECHNIK has reference customers
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